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	BizTalk 2013 EDI for Healthcare – EDI 834Enrollment Solutions eliminates the complexity anddemonstrates how to build both inbound and outbound EDI 834 processes inBizTalk server that follow the required patterns for integrations with theseexchanges. Archiving, mapping,reconstituting EDI 837 data, exception handling and advanced logging andreporting (without the need for BAM!) are all covered in enough detail to allowyou to implement your own fully functional solution.


	The Affordable CareAct and the requirements to integrate with state Exchanges have securedBizTalk’s role with integrations within the healthcare industry. EDI 834 documents are the heart to allintegrations, dealing with enrollment and the maintenance of enrollments. In order to successfully integrate with theexchanges, companies are required to implement a number of architectural componentsthat can be daunting and complex to work through. High-quality resources for IT professional to handle these challenges are sorely needed, and this resource has been designed to provide concise solutions.


	What youÂ’ll learn

	
		Learn how to develop complete end to end EDI 834 solutions, both inbound and outbound
	
		Create a solution that demonstrates how to integrate with state Exchanges
	
		Explore options for custom pipeline components, archiving patterns, lookups
	
		Detailed information for advanced 834 EDI mapping



	Who this book is for


	BizTalk administrators and developers, as well as management personnel connected with these positions.
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T-SQL in One Hour a Day, Sams Teach YourselfSams Publishing, 2015

	Many excellent books about T-SQL are available, so how is this one different? In talking to the many

	people I meet in my travels around the country, I have heard one common complaint. Instead of the host of

	wonderful books available to expert database administrators (DBAs), most SQL Server readers yearn for

	a book targeted toward the...
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ESR Spectroscopy in Membrane Biophysics (Biological Magnetic Resonance)Springer, 2007

	Starting from a comprehensive quantum mechanical description, this book introduces the optical (IR, Raman, UV/Vis, CD, fluorescence and laser spectroscopy) and magnetic resonance (1D and 2D-NMR, ESR) techniques. The book offers a timely review of the increasing interest in using spin-label ESR as an alternative structural technique for NMR or...
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Executive's Guide to Web Services (SOA, Service-Oriented Architecture)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Executives must continually seek to grow revenue, reduce costs, and improve operating efficiencies. Today, Web services are emerging as a critical technology for achieving these business objectives. Early adopters are deploying Web services as an integration platform to reduce costs. Web services are being used to improve the operating...
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Design Verification with e (Prentice Hall Modern Semiconductor Design Series' Sub Series: PH Signal Integrity Library)Prentice Hall, 2003
Written for both experienced and new users, Design Verification with e gives you a broad coverage of e. It stresses the practical verification perspective of e rather than emphasizing only its language aspects. 

This book—
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MCSA/MCSE 70-290 Exam Prep: Managing and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Environment (2nd Edition)Que, 2006
MCSA/MCSE

Managing and Maintaining a Microsoft ® Windows Server 2003 Environment

 

Your Complete Certification Solution!

 

Exam 70-290
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Solving the PowerPoint Predicament: Using Digital Media for Effective CommunicationQue, 2006
Everyone uses PowerPoint, but how effective is your presentation at meeting the goals you've outlined? A great presentation is more than just a slideshowit's about using PowerPoint to its maximum potential to get your message across to your audience. That's the PowerPoint Predicament. Tom Bunzel reveals how to conceive, plan,...
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